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Abstract

Computational research, particularly in time series prediction us-
ing linear mixed regression models [1], calls for estimators of variance
parameters with optimal statistical properties, minimal computational
complexity, and non-iterative computation methods. One such suit-
able candidate, particularly effective for Monte Carlo and bootstrap
simulations, is an estimator in the form of a linear combination of in-
variant quadratic forms (IQFs). These estimators naturally arise from
the non-iterative method of moments and have an ideal computational
complexity of O(n).

Concerning the distribution structure of such a linear combination,
we derived a theorem for IQF distributions — a necessary and suffi-
cient condition to achieve a Gamma Difference Distribution (GDD).
This result extends the standard distributional theorems for quadratic
forms [2]. For computing the GDD distribution [3], we adopted the
numerical inversion of the characteristic function through double ex-
ponential quadrature, enabling the very fast and accurate calculation of
such distributions [4, 5]. To validate the properties of the derived algo-
rithms, we also implemented a comprehensive simulation study based
on a systematic design of simulation experiments [6].

The implications of our results extend beyond econometrics, tack-
ling measurement problems in natural sciences and educational data.
Furthermore, it contributes to the development of algorithms for non-
negative estimators based on least squares or maximum likelihood [1],
broadening the range of applications for our time series forecasting
approach.
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